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. McClain v. McDermott, 232 So.2d 161 (1970)

232 So.2d 161

Supreme Court of Florida.

Howard P. McCLAIN, and American

Hospital Supply Corporation, an

Illinois corporation, Petitioners,

v.

Ida McDERMOTT, a widow, Respondent.

No.38608.

Feb. 18, 1970.

Rehearing Denied March 23, 1970.

Synopsis

Action to recover from driver for death of plaintiff's

husband resulting when automobile was struck from

rear. The Circuit Court, Dade County, granted summary

judgment to defendants. The District Court of Appeal,

220 So.2d 394 reversed. On writ of certiorari, the Supreme

Court, Carlton, J., held that where automobile ran out

of gas, driver brought automobíle to rest at curb on

four-lane highway, and plaintiff's decedent, who had been
passenger in automobile, was killed as he attempted to

help pour gasoline into automobile when another vehicle

driven by man who had been drinking crashed into rear of

automobile, plaintiff could not recover from driver..

Supreme Court views summary judgments
with special scrutiny and generally favors jury
determination when allowable.

1 Cases that cite this headnote

[2] Automobiles

Care required and liability in general

48A Automobiles

48AV Injuries from Operation, or Use of

Highway

48AV(A) Nature and Grounds of Liability

48Ak181 Liability of Private Owner or

Operator to Occupant

48Ak181(1) Care required and liability in

general

Where automobile ran out of gas, driver

brought automobile to rest at curb on four-
lane highway, and plaintiff's decedent, who
had been passenger in automobile, was killed

as he attempted to help pour gasoline into

automobile when another vehicle driven by

man who had been drinking crashed into

rear of automobile, plaintiff could not recover

from driver. F.S.A. §§ 768.01, 768.02.

1 Cases that cite this headnote

Decision quashed and cause remanded. Attorneys and Law Firms

*161 W. S. Holland, of Dixon, Bradford, Williams,
Ervin, c.J., and Thornal and Adkins, JJ., dissented. McKay & Kimbrell, Miami, for petitioners.

West Headnotes (2)

[1] Appeal and Error

Summary Judgment

30 Appeal and Error

30XVI Review

30XVI(F) Presumptions and Burdens on

Review

30XVI(F)2 Particular Matters and Rulings

30k3950 Summary Judgment

30k3951 In general

(Formerly 30k934(1))

Alan.R. Schwartz, of Horton & Schwartz and Albert,
Weiner & Rubin, Miami, for respondent.

Opinion

CARLTON, Justice.

This is a negligence case. The District Court of Appeal,

Third District, in an opinion reported at 220 So.2d 394,

reversed a Circuit Court, Dade County, summary.final

judgment in favor of petitioner-defendant. One District

Court Judge dissented.

The facts are these. Petitioner was in the hospital

supply business.. Respondent's husband, now deceased,

manufactured a surgical implement. Petitioner. and the

WESTLAW © 2018 Thomson Reuters. No claim to original U.S. Govemment Works. 1



. McClain v. McDermott, 232 So.2d 161 (1970)

deceased were driving around the City of Miami for the

purpose of discussing the implement with various hospital

officials..Petitioner was at the wheel when, as he was

negotiating a turn onto a four-lane highway, the engine
began to sputter. The car was out of gas.. Petitioner

completed the turn and brought the car to rest at the

curb as if he were normally parking the car. It was early

afternoon, traffic was very light and it was a clear day.

The deceased volunteered to get gasoline from a nearby

station. When the deceased returned, he was accompanied
by a young station attendant.. The deceased stood on the
sidewalk; and petitioner remained in the car, while the

attendant attempted to pour gas in the tank. The attempt

was clumsy. The deceased stepped off the sidewalk and

volunteered to assist the attendant. A minute or two later,
as the deceased was pouring gas, an automobile driven
at a high rate of speed by a man who had been drinking

crashed into *162 the rear of the car, fatally injuring the
deceased.

The deceased's widow filed a complaint in the Circuit
Court under Fla.Stats. ss 768.01 and 768.02, F.S.A., in

which she alleged in part that:.

'(W)hile in the course and scope of his employment. *

* * (petitioner) did negligently and carelessly operate,.
maintain and control his motor vehicle, and did further

negligently and carelessly and in violation. of the

Metropolitan Ordinances of Dade County, Florida, park

his vehicle on a thoroughfare, and stopped said vehicle on

a through street.

'6. That while attempting to assist the Defendant,
HOWARD P. McCLAIN, in placing gasoline into the
automobile, the said EDWARD B McDERMOTT,
deceased, was struck by another automobile causing his

death.

'7. That as a direct and proximate result of the negligence
of the Defendants, EDWARD B. McDERMOTT, was
injured in and about his head, neck, back, body limbs and

nervous system, and said injuries were so severe as to cause

the death of said EDWARD B. McDERMOTT '

The Circuit Court found.

'(A)fter construing the case in its most
favorable light. to the Plaintiff, that

there is no causal relation between

any act or omission claimed by the

Plaintiff against the Defendants, and

the accident sustained by the deceased,

and the loss sustained by the said

Plaintiff, and the Defendants are

therefore entitled to a Summary Final

Judgment as a matter of law.'

The majority of the District Court reversed, holding that

'(The).liability of a negligent person

is not predicated upon his ability

to foresee the exact series of events

which culminates in injury to another.

Liability is predicated, rather, upon the

ability of a negligent person to foresee

that his wrongful conduct might result

in the type of harm which did in fact
take place. See Mozer v. Semenza,

Fla.App.1965, 177 So.2d 880. The
kind of harm McClain (petitioner)

should have guarded against.was such

harm as actually occurred..Under these

circumstances the issue of negligence

was for the jury to determine.'

[1] [2] We cannot agree with the District Court. We view
summary judgments with special scrutiny and generally
favor a jury determination when allowable. See, e.g.,

Hodges v. Helm, 222 So.2d 418 (Fla.1969). In the instant
case, however, we think summary judgment was proper.

See Cone v. Inter County Tel. & Tel. Co., 40 So.2d 148
(Fla.1949); Tampa Electric Co. v. Jones, 138 Fla. 746, 190
So. 26 (1939); Seaboard Aír Line Ry. v. Mullin, 70 Fla.
450, 70 So. 467, L.R.A.1916P, 982 (1915).

The decision reviewed is quashed and the cause remanded

for further proceedings consistent herewitlt

It is so ordered.

ROBERTS, DREW and BOYD, JL, concur.

ERVIN, C.J., and THORNAL and ADKINS, JL,
dissent.

All Citations

232 So.2d 161

WESTLAW © 2018 Thomson Reuters. No claim to original U.S. Govemment Works. 2
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M,atthews v. Williford, 318 So.2d 480 (1975)

KeyCite Yellow Flag - Negative Treatment

Distinguished by Healthsouth Sports Medicine and Rehabilitation

Center of Boca Raton. Inc. v. Roark, Fla.App. 4 Dist., November 25,
1998

318 So.2d 480
District Court of Appeal of Florida, Second District.

Dr. A. Lamar MATTHEWS, Appellant,

v.

Catherine W. WILLIFORD, etc., Appellee.

Nos. 74-218; 74-219.

Sept. 5, 1975.

Synopsis
Medical negligence action was brought against physician

to recover damages for survival period losses during life

expectancy of patient if he had survived. and damages

for wrongful death of patient; The Circuit. Court,

Sarasota County, Frank .Schaub, J., rendered judgment

for plaintiff, and defendant appealed. The District Court

of Appeal, Hobson, J., held that patient's conduct which

contributed to his medical condition that furnished

occasion for medical treatment, conduct occurring prior

to time patient came under care of physician, was not
available as defense to malpractice which caused distinct,

subsequent ultimate injury, patient's death.

Affirmed.

West Headnotes (3)

[1] Negligence
& In General;Foreseeability of Other

Cause

272 Negligence

272XIII Proximate Cause

272k430 Intervening and Superseding Causes

272k431 In General;Foreseeability of Other

Cause

(Formerly272k62(3))

A remote condition or conduct which

furnishes only occasion for someone else's

supervening negligence is not a proximate

cause of the result of the subsequent

.negligence.

14 Cases that cite this headnote

[2] Death
Proximate Cause of Death

117 . Death
II7III Actions for Causing Death

117III(A) Right of Action and Defenses
117k12 Grounds of Action
117kl7 Proximate Cause of Death

Conduct prior to an injury or death is

not legally significant in action to recover

damages for survival period losses during life

expectancy of deceased if he had survived and
damages for wrongful death, unless it is a

legal or proximate cause of injury or death, as

opposed to a cause of the remote conditions

or occasion for later negligence.

12 Cases that cite this headnote

[3] Health
Contributory and Comparative.

Negligence

198H Health

198HV Malpractice, Negligence, or Breach of

Duty

198HV(E) Defenses

198Hk766 Contributory and Comparative

.Negligence

(Formerly 299kl7 Physicians and

Surgeons)

Patient's conduct which contributed to his
illness or medical condition that furnished

occasion for medical treatment, conduct

occurring prior to time patient came under

care of physician, was not available as

defense to malpractice whích caused distinct,

subsequent ultimate injury, patient's death,

and could not be raised in medical negligence

action to recover damages for survival period

losses during life expectancy of patient if he
had survived and damages for wrongful death.

28 Cases that cite this headnote

WESTLAW © 2016 Thomson Reuters. No claim to original U.S. Govemment Works. 1



, , Matthews v. Williford, 318 So.2d 480 (1975)

Attorneys and Law Firms

*481 W. Robert Mann of Mann, Fay & Price,
Bradenton, for appellante

Spence, Payne & Masington and Podhurst, Orseck &
Parks, Miami, for appellee Williford.

Opinion

HOBSON, Judge.

Appellee, hereinafter referred to as plaintiff, brought

an action under former Florida Statute 768.01-02 and
Florida Statute 46.021 for wrongful death and survival
damages against the appellant, Dr. Matthews, hereinafter

referred to as defendant, for medical negligence. I

1 The alleged wrongful death and medical negligence

occurred prior to July 1, 1972, the effective date of

the new Florida Wrongful Death statute, Fla.Stat;

768.16-27.

Final judgments were entered for the plaintiff in both

causes of action, which judgments are appealed herein.

The defendant's first point on appeal is that the trial
court erred in refusing to instruct the jury on the issue of

comparative negligence as between the plaintiff, plaintiffs
decedent,. and the defendantz The trial court held that,

as a. matter of law, any negligence on the part of the

plaintiff or plaintiffs decedent prior to the time that

plaintiffs decedent came under the care of the defendant

was not available as a defense to malpractice which causes

a distinct subsequent injury, to wit, the.wrongful death.

[1] The law is well settled in this state that a
remote condition or conduct which furnishes only the

occasion for someoneelse's supervening negligence is

not a proximate cause of the result of the subsequent

negligence.. McClain v. McDermott, Fla.1970, 232 So.2d
161; S.A.L.R. Co. v. Mullin, 70 Fla. 450, 70 So. 467;
Tampa Elec. Co. v. Jones, 138 Fla. 746, 190 So, 26;

Pinkerton-Hays Lumber Co. v. Pope, Fla.1961, 127 So.2d
441; McWhorter v. Curby, Fla.App.1959, 113 So.2d

566; Sims v. Apperson Chemicals, Inc., Fla.App.1966,
185 So.2d 179; A.C.L.R. Co. v; Ponds, Fla.App.1963,
156 So.2d 781; or contributory (comparative) negligence;

*482 Bessett t Hackett, Fla.1953, 66 So.2d 694; Kuhn v.
Telford, Fla.App.1959, 115 So 2d 36.

There is evidence in the record of some negligence on

the part of the plaintiff and plaintiffs decedent prior

to the decedent coming under the professional care of

the defendant. The defendant does not challenge the

sufficiency of the evidence to prove medical negligence on

his part, after the decedent came under his care, which was

a legal cause of the wrongful death..

The decedent, ten years prior to the heart attack which

caused his demise, had a heart attack and was advised

at that time that he should not smoke and should not

become overweight. He also had been having chest pains

and shortness of breath for some six months prior to his

death. He was informed approximately six months prior

to his death that an EKG disclosed no heart problem.

There was proof that his symptoms increased in frequency

and severity. He had called the defendant. some time

during the week prior to his death to arrange for a

check-up in the hospital for chest pains and nausea and
then called back within two hours asking the defendant.

to wait until the following week to admit him into the
hospital. At that time the defendant had.not undertaken

the medical care of.the decedent. The plaintiff called the
defendant on November 6, 1970 requesting medication

because decedent was having chest pains, nausea, and a.

stomach disorder. At this time no mention was made of

shortness of breath.

On November 9, .1970, the plaintiff and the decedent
called the defendant for admission into the hospital,

which defendant immediately arranged. The defendant

acknowledged that he was advised of the chest. pains

and admitted he was advised of the shortness of breath.
Defendant also was aware of the prior heart attack. The
decedent passed away.in the early morning hours of.

November 10, 1970, of a massive myocardial infarction.

There was expert medical testimony thatsthe defendant

díd not meet the requisite standard of care under the

circumstances. This testimony included that he should

have taken a detailed history and the decedent should

have been seen immediately and examined at the hospital

by the defendant. The deceased should have been placed

immediately in the cardiac care unit; intravenous should

have been commenced; a.cardiac monitor should have

been installed; and cardiac medications commenced. The

defibrillator, warmed and ready to be utilized, should have
been alongside the bed with nurses available to apply it to

WESTLAW © 2018 Thomson Reuters. No claim to original U.S. Government Works. 2



Matthews v. WiHiford, 318 So.2d 480 (1975)

the patient's chest in the event of cardiac arrest. A venous
pressure apparatus should have been made available,

together with trained nurses in the cardiac unit room.

The defendant should have made an admitting physical

exam, together. with an admitting diagnosis. Under the

circumstances a heart attack should have been assumed on

admission or that one was imminent. The expert medical

testimony to a reasonable medical probability was 'If he
had been put to bed rest and had been in a coronary care

unit, the damage to the heart would have been much less;
and that is why I say he wouldn't have died.'

The defendant cites two Florida cases in support of his

position that the plaintiffs negligence and her decedent's
negligence is a defense when such negligence plays a part

in the ultimate death. These cases are General Hospital of
Greater Miami, Inc. v. Gager, Fla.App.3d 1964, 160 So.2d
749, and .Musachia v. Rosman, Fla.App..3d 1966, 190
So.2d 47. These cases are distinguishable in that they both

hold only that violation of the physician's instructions
given in the course of treatmeni is adefense when such
contributory negligence plays a part in the ultimate death.

In the case Sub judice they alleged negligence on the

part of plaintiff and her decedent occurred prior to the

decedent coming under the care of the defendant.

*483 We have not been cited any Florida case directly in
point nor have we been able to discover one through our

own research.. The case most nearly ín point is Lamoree

v. Binghamton General Hospital, 68 Misc.2d 1051, 329
N.Y.S.2d 85 where it is stated.at page 90:

'The complaints allege negligence. after admission to
the Hospital. The complaint in the action against the

Hospital, paragraph 6, alleges that plaintiffs intestate was

'suffering from a gunshot wound of the right thígh' on

admission to the Hospital. The complaint in the action

against the defendant Rommel, paragraph 5, alleges that

the defendant attended and treatedplaintiffs intestate 'for

a gunshot wound of the right thigh and shock due to

loss of blood.* * *' That the decedent was suffering from
a 'gunshot wound' is not disputed. Any tortious acts of

the defendants, if there were any, were successive and

independent ofany act of the plaintiff and the decedent on

the afternoon of September 11, 1965 before the intestate

was admitted to the Hospital. Since the complaints allege

negligence. on the. part of the defendants after admission

to the Hospital, any conduct on the part of the plaintiff

adminisiratrix or plaintiffs intestate before admission to

the Hospital should not be considered as a defense by the

defendants for any negligence or improper treatment after

the plaintiffs intestate was admitted to the Hospital.'

See also .Larsen v. Belzer Clínic, 292 Minn. 301, 195

N.W.2d 416, and the annotation in.50 ALR2d 1043, s 2,
at page 1046.

The plaintiff is not claiming damages for the heart attack.

The damages she claims, and received from the jury under

proper instructions from the court, were the damages for

the survival period losses during the life expectancy of the
deceased ifhe had survived, together with damages for the
wrongful death, not the heart attack. Any conduct on the

part of the plaintiff or the decedent contributing to the

heart attack was not a proximate cause of the damages

sought in these two actions.

[2L [3] In short, conduct prior to an injury or death
is not legally significant in an action for damages like

this, unless it is a. legal or proximate cause of the

injury or death-as opposed to a cause of the remote
conditions or occasion for the later negligence.. So it is

with conduct of a patient which may have contributed
to his illness or medical condition, which furnishes the

occasion for medical treatment, That conduct simply is
not available as a defense to malpractice which causes

a distinct subsequent injury-here, the ultimate injury,
wrongful death.

The second point raised by the defendant, the trial
court erred in refusing to submit to the jury any of

the special verdict forms requested by defendant Dr. A.

Lamar Matthews which would have permitted the jury

to apportion the negligence of the plaintiff, plaintiffs

decedent, and the defendant-doctor and defendant-
hospital; and erred further. in instructing the jury that

it could not apportion the negligence and damages as

between the defendant-doctor and the defendant-hospital,

is put to rest by Chapter 75-108, Laws of 1975; creating s

768.31, Fla.Stal

The otherpoints on appeal have been duly considered and

found to be without merit.

For the foregoing reasons the judgments appealed are

Affirmed.

WESTLAW © 2018 Thomson Reuters. No claim to original U.S. Govemment Works. 3
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McNULTL C.J., and BOARDMAN, J., concur. . All Citations

318 So.2d 480

End of Document . .© 2018 Thomson Reuters. No claim to original UA Govemment Works.
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Whitehead v. Linkous, 404 So.2d 377 (1981)

KeyCite Yellow Flag - Negative Treatment
Distinguished by Healthsouth Sports Medicine and Rebabilitation

Center of Boca Ratonc Inc.. v. Roark, Fla.App. 4 Dist., November 25,
1998

404 So.2d 377
District Court ofAppeal of Florida, First District..

Sharon B. WHITEHEAD, as the

Personal Representative of the Estate

of Jimmy Ray Whitehead, Appellant,

v.

Clayton E. LINKOUS, M.D., and Sacred

Heart Hospital of Pensacola, Inc., Appellees.

No. WW-299.

Sept. 24, 1981.

Rehearing Denied Oct. 28 1981.

Synopsis

Deceased's wife and personal representative of his estate

brought malpractice suit against physician and hospital

The Circuit Court, Escambia County, Jack H. Greenhut,

J., entered judgment for deceased's wife and his children

based upon finding that physician was ten percent

negligent, hospital was 23 percent negligent, and decedent

himself was 67 percent negligent, and deceased's wife

appealed. The District Court of Appeal, Liles, Woodie A.

(Retired), Associate Judge, held that: (1) any conduct on

patient's part before he entered hospital which contributed
to his cardiac and pulmonary arrest and subsequent death

was not proximate, legal cause of damages sought in case,

and (2) evidence did not support giving of instruction on

patient's comparative negligence.

Affirmed in part, reversed in part, and remanded.

West Headnotes (5)

[1] Negligence

& In General;Foreseeability of Other

Cause

272 Negligence

272XIII Proximate Cause

272k430 Intervening and Superseding Causes

272k431 In General;Foreseeability of Other
Cause

(Formerly 272k62(1))

Remote condition or conduct which furnishes

only occasion for someone else's supervening
negligence is not proximate cause of results of

subsequent negligence.

3 Cases that cite this headnote

[2] Negligence

Remoteness and Attenuation;Mere

Condition or Occasion

272 Negligence

272XIII Proximate Cause

272k374 Requisites, Definitions and.

Distinctions

272k383 Remoteness and Attenuation;Mere

Condition or Occasion

(Formerly 272k60)

Conduct prior to injury or death is not legally
significant in action for damages unless it is
legal or proximate cause of injury or death,

as opposed to cause of remote conditions or

occasion for later negligence

5 Cases that cite this headnote

[3] Health

> Contributory and Comparative
Negligence

198H Health

198HV Malpractice, Negligence, or Breach of

Duty

198HV(E) Defenses

198Hk766 Contributory and Comparative

Negligence

(Formerly 299kl7 Physicians and
Surgeons)

Conduct of patient which may have
contributed to his illness or medical condition,

which furnishes the occasion for medical.

treatment, is not available as defense

to malpractice which causes a distinct

subsequent injury,

19 Cases that cite this headnote

[4] Health

WESTLAW © 2018 Thomson Reuters. No claim to original U.S. Government Works.



Whitehead v. Linkous, 404 So.2d 377 (1981)

Contributory and Comparative
Negligence

198H Health

198HV Malpractice, Negligence, or Breach of

Duty

198HV(E) Defenses

198Hk766 Contributory and Comparative

Negligence

(Formerly 299kl7 Physicians and.

Surgeons)

Conduct on patient's part before he entered
hospital in consuming overdose of drugs,

which contributed to his cardiac and

pulmonary arrest and subsequent death,. was

.not proximate, legal cause of damages sought

for malpractice in treating him, in light of

uncontroverted testimony that he would have

.survived but for negligent treatment.

14 Cases that cite this headnote

[5] Health
Instructions

198H Health

198HV Malpractice, Negligence, or Breach of

Duty

198HV(G) Actions and Proceedings

198Hk827 Instructions

(Formerly 299k18J00 Physicians and
Surgeons, 272k141(12))

In medical malpractice action, evidence did

not support giving of instruction on patient's
comparative negligence, despite contention

that. he was uncooperative during medical

treatment..

6 Cases that cite this headnote

Attorneys and Law Firms

*378 Antony E. Fiorentino,. Pensacola, for appellant.

Danny L. Kepner of Shell, Fleming, Davis & Menge,

Pensacola, and Charles C. Sherrill of Sherrill, Moore &

Hill, Pensacola, for appellees.

Opinion

LILES, WOODIE A. (Retired), Associate Judge.

At approximately 7:45 P. M. on May 26, 1975, Jimmy
Ray Whitehead was brought by ambulance to the Sacred

Heart Hospital's emergency room in Pensacola, Florida.
Upon his arríval, he was examined by the defendant, Dr.
Clayton E. Linkous, who determined that the deceased
was suffering from an overdose of Valium and Darvocet

taken in conjunction with a large amount of beer in
an apparent suicide attempt. Dr. Linkous directed that

Whitehead be orally given an ounce and one-half of
Ipecac, a medicine to induce vomiting. The Ipecac was

administered at approximately 8:00 P. M by a registered

nurse, Sandra Morgan, an employee of the Sacred Heart

Hospital When she gave the Ipecac to Whitehead, she.

advised him and his wife, who was present in the cubicle,

that.she.wanted Whitehead to drink water. She further

instructed the wife to make Whitehead drink the water.

Both his wife and a friend, Jack Hurry, were unable to

induce Whitehead to drink any water. Hurry eventually

left the emergency room, but before doing so advised

Nurse Morgan that the deceased was not drinking water.

He also noted that, when he. left. the emergency room,

Whitehead appeared to be unconscious.

Approximately thirty-eight minutes later, Morgan walked
by Whitehead's cubicle in the emergency room and noted
that his color had changed. She immediately reported

to the nurse's station that someone needed to check

Whitehead, for his color "didn't look right." When
Morgan advised the nursing station that Whitehead

needed to be checked, Dr, Linkous, Anita Wilson, a

second registered nurse, and Sandra Hartley, a unit

secretary, were in the station. Sandra Hartley then left

the station on an errand. Upon returning, she passed by

Whitehead's cubicle and noted that his color was much

darker than when he first came in. She, too, advised

Dr. Linkous of the color change.. He in turn told her to

request Nurse Wilson to do the gastric lavage. She noted
that he was less responsive and varícusly described his

color as being "dusky or grey" and "very dusky, very

dark " Upon placing her hand on his chest and stomach,

she found that there.was no movement. She lowered his
bed, established an airway,. and immediately went back

to the nurse's station to ask Hartley to call a Code.3,
meaning a cardiac and pulmonary arrest The deceased

was resuscitated and moved to the Intensive Care Unit of
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the hospital. However, he never regained consemusness

and died twenty-seven days later on June 22, 1975.

Sharon B. Whitehead, the deceased's wife and personal
representative of his estate, brought a malpractice suit

against Dr. Linkous and the Sacred Heart Hospital. In
the presentation of its case, the Estate called as an expert

witness Dr. Henry Harden, an emergency.room doctor

practicing in Pensacola, Florida. Dr. Harden testified that,

based.upon the emergency room records, the hospital

records, and the autopsy protocol, he believed that Mr..
Whitehead's death was due to brain damage caused by

lack of oxygen. He also testified that in his opinion the

care received by Whitehead deviated from the standard

practice in the community, because a qualified nurse saw

a color change ("cyanosis") In a patient that had taken
an overdose and did not immediately check to see if he

required supportive care. Harden further opined that, had

the deceased been checked immediately and supportive

care been given immediately upon the cyanosis being

observed, the deceased would be alive today; The defense
called no witnesses.

In charging the jury, the trial judge gave the following

instructions, which were timely objected to by the Estate:

On the first defense the issues for your determination are

whether Jimmy Ray *379 Whitehead intentionally acted
in such a way that his actions were a contributing legal

cause of his death.

On the second defense the issues for your determination
are whether Jimmy Ray Whitehead was himself negligent

and, if so, whether such negligence was a contributing,

legal cause of the injury or damage complained of.

If the greater weight of the evidence does not support the

defenses of the Defendant and the greater weight of the

evidence does support the claim of the Plaintiff, then your

verdict should be for. Plaintiff. If, however, the greater
weíght of the evidence shows that the decedent, Jimmy

Ray Whitehead,. and one or both of the Defendants were
negligent and that the negligence of each contributed as a

legal cause of the decedent's death, you.should determine

what percentage of the total negligence ofall parties to this
action is chargeable to each.

After weighing the evidence, the jury returned a verdíct of
$215,000 to Sharon Whitehead, the deceased's wife, and

his two children. It also found that Dr. Linkous was 10%

negligent, that Sacred Heart Hospital was 23% negligent,

and that the decedent himselfwas 67% negligent. Pursuant

to these findings, the trial court entered a final judgment

in the amount of $70,950.

[1] [2] [3] [4] 15] .A remote condition or conduct

which furnishes only the occasion for someone else's
supervening negligence is not a proximate cause of the
result of the subsequent negligence. See e. g., McClain
v. McDermott, 232 So 2d 161 (Fla.1970). Both Dr.

Linkous and the hospital assert that the decedent's acts
in attempting to commit suicide were a contributing legal
cause of his death and thus subject to the preceding

instruction regarding the comparative negligence to the

decedent. We think this argument confuses the difference
between a contributing cause in fact and a contributing

legal or proximate cause, While the latter is subject to

an instruction on comparative negligence, the former

certainly is not, The Second District Court of Appeal has

succinctly stated the applicable standard:

In short, conduct prior to an injury
or death is not legally significant in
an action for damages like this, unless
it is a legal or proximate cause of

the injury or death as opposed to

a cause of the remote conditions or

occasion for the later negligence. So

it is with conduct of a patient which
may have contributed to his illness or

medical condition, which furnishes the
occasion for medical treatment. That
conduct simply is not. available as a
defense to malpractice which causes

a.distinct subsequent injury here the

ultimate injury, wrongful death.

Matthews v. Williford, 318 So 2d 480, 483 (Fla. 2d DCA
1975). Applying this analysis to this case, it is clear that

Whitehead's actions in consuming the Valium, Daryocet,
and beer furnished the occasion for Dr. Linkous and the

hospital's later negligence in failing to properly treat him.

This conclusion is predicated upon the uncontroverted

testimony of Dr. Harden who testified that but for the

hospital's and the doctor's negligent treatment of the

deceased, he would be alive today. Since Whitehead's

death would not have occurred "but for" the negligent

acts or omissions of the hospital and the doctor, those acts

and omissions must be. deemed.the cause of the injury.
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See Fellows v. Citizens Savings & Loan Association of

St. Lucie County, 383 So.2d 1140 (Fla. 4th DCA 1980);
Bryant v. Jax Liquors, 352 So.2d 542 (Fla. Ist DCA
1977). Stated differently, any conduct on Whitehead's part
before he entered the hospital which contributed to his

cardiac and pulmonary arrest and subsequent death was

not a proximate, legal cause of the damages sought in
this case. Accordingly, we find that the trial court erred
in submitting the instruction on comparative negligence

to the jury over the prior and timely objection of counsel.

See Borenstein v. Raskin, 401 So.2d 884, (Fla. 3d DCA

1981). Counsel for the appellees also argues that the

instruction on comparative negligence was still proper

because Whitehead supposedly was uncooperative and
hostile during his medical treatment and, in fact, refused

to drink *380 water per the doctor's instructions, thus
proximately contributing to his own demise. The record,

however, does not support such a theory. Dr. Linkous did
testify that Whitehead initially refused to take the Ipecac.

However, upon being informed that the Ipecac would be

administered by tube, Whitehead agreed.to take it and

in fact did do so..Dr. Linkous also testified that a few
minutes later he told Whitehead to drink water and that

Whitehead did, in fact, drink water. His wife subsequently
informed one of the nurses that. she was unable to get

her husband to drink water, that she poured some water

into his mouth but. he. did not swallow it because he

was unconscious..Further, as noted previously, witness

Hurry also informed the nurse, prior to his departure,

that Whitehead appeared to be unconscious. Therefore,

the record does not even support the appellee's contention
that Whitehead contributed to his own death after being

admitted to the hospital. Accordingly, the finding of

comparative negligence against.Jimmy Ray Whitehead

is reversed, and the original full amount of damages,

$215,000, is reinstated. Since the comparative negligence
of Dr.. Linkous and the hospital is yet to be considered
pursuant to proper instructions, we remand this cause

for a limited trial on the issue of Dr. Linkous' and.the

hospital's relative negligence.

We have considered the Estate's other points on appeal
and find them to be without merit.

AFFIRMED in part, .REVERSED in part, and

REMANDED for further proceedings consistent with

this opinion.

SHAW and JOANOS, JJ., concur.
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